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ASTATICS.
[ART. 73
73. To investigate the condition that the forces of an astatic system can be reduced to two forces.
We have seen in Art. 57 that the forces of the system can be reduced to three forces, viz. XQ, F0, ZQy acting at thr.ee points A, B, 0 whose coordinates (xl9 ylt zj (a?2, 2/2, #2) Os, ys, z*) are given by                 jro^i = Araj
We shall suppose in the first instance that the principal force is not zero, and that the axes are so chosen that Ar0, F0, Z0 are all finite.
If the three points A, B, C lie in a straight line we may make a further reduction. We can replace each of these forces by two other forces parallel to it and of proper magnitude, acting at any two points MI, M^ which lie in the straight line. By compounding the three forces at Mlt and also those at M.>, the whole system can be reduced to two forces. In order therefore that the system of forces may be reducible to two forces it is sufficient that the three points Ay B} C should lie in a straight line.
It is also necessary, for otherwise the system is equivalent to an astatic triangle with rectangular forces. Now by Art. 72 such a system cannot be reduced to two forces unless either the triangle is evanescent or one at least of the forces Ar0, F0, ZG, is zero.
If the three points A, B, C lie in a straight line a plane can be drawn through that straight line and the origin. Hence
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The projection of these points on any coordinate plane must also lie in a straight line.    We therefore have
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The second of these four equations expresses the fact that A, B, G lie in a plane perpendicular to that of yz, the third that they lie in a plane perpendicular to that of xz, and so on.
Since no two of these four planes coincide, except when the points A, B, G lie in a coordinate plane, any two of the last three equations are sufficient to express the fact that the three

